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Abstract

During recent years we have seen several large-scale
crises. The 9/11 terror attacks, tsunamis, storms, floods and
bombings have all caused a great deal of damage. A com-
mon factor in these crises has been the need for informa-
tion and one important source of information is usually web
sites. In this work we investigate and design an overload
control system for web sites that are vital in crises. The
overload control system uses content adaption to dynami-
cally control web site performance.

1. Introduction

Recent years have displayed large-scale crises of several
kinds. Since the terror attack in New York, September 11,
we have seen tsunamis, storms, murders of political lead-
ers and, in 2005, the July bombings in the London under-
ground system. These events have in common that it is cru-
cial to spread information about the crisis. Information has
to be updated and reliable. Today many people turn to the
Internet when they search for information and a crisis sit-
uation is no exception. The problem in a crisis situation is
that the web servers behind the web sites get overloaded.
For example; the Committee on the Internet Under Crisis
Conditions: Learning from September 11 reports overload
conditions from web sites during the reporting of the Sep-
tember 11 attack in New York [5].

Crisis-related research in Internet systems is new but
nevertheless important. The End-to-End workgroup [2]
stated in their 2005 vision for a different world of commu-
nications [11] that ”In 10 years, the network itself, and crit-
ical applications that run on it, should address the special
needs that arise in times of crisis.” A crisis can informally
be stated as when a combination of events, e.g. accidents
and sabotage, results in a situation that negatively affects

society in a way that hinders vital society functions. Exam-
ples of crises that are included in this definition might be
terror attacks, storms, tsunamis, murders etc. Situations that
are not considered crises according to this definition are for
example the Olympic games, the Monday lunch rush hour,
political elections etc. However, there is no clear line that
divides crisis situations from normal situations.

There is a need to protect web servers with vital informa-
tion from overload in a crisis situation. Research has been
carried out for overload control in general for e.g. commer-
cial web shops [7, 8, 10]. However, there are some differ-
ences between overload control in a crisis situation and in
the general case. A major difference is that rejection of re-
quests is less attractive in a crisis situation than in general.
In a crisis situation it is probably better to provide less infor-
mation to all clients than to reject requests for information.

An overload control mechanism without rejections can
be based on so-called content adaptation. Content adaption
is used as a technique to degrade web page content that
is returned to visitors. The degradation of content can be
achieved in numerous ways, depending on the structure of
the web site in question. Images for example, tend to ac-
count for a high bandwidth in many cases, thus images can
be a target of a content adapting system. If a web site is built
on dynamic technology such as Java Server Pages or simi-
lar, one alternative is to replace dynamic pages with static
versions during an overload situation. Another alternative is
to reduce the number of web pages, by removing links to
them from entry web pages.

Several papers have previously proposed content adap-
tation mechanisms for web servers. In [6] a content adap-
tation scheme is presented that uses pregenerated versions
of the web site. The scheme switches between the ver-
sions depending on server load. In [13] a new framework
is presented where the content is adapted to several types
of clients. The focus is put on the client’s ability to display
and download content. In [12] an admission control scheme
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is presented were the web server supports different classes
of clients. Clients can adapt the content by changing to an-
other class of requests. However, there is a need for a con-
tent adaptation scheme that focuses on maintaining maxi-
mum server utilization and at the same time maximizes the
utility of the delivered documents. Since, in a crisis, some
documents are more requested, this should be taken into ac-
count.

The objective of this paper is to propose and evaluate an
overload control mechanism for web server systems that de-
liver crisis related information. The overload control mech-
anism uses a dynamic content adaptation scheme that opti-
mizes the information value of the requested pages.

Numerical investigations show the benefits of using con-
tent adaptation as a means of controlling overload. Empiri-
cal data from a web site delivering crisis-related content is
used to evaluate the proposed scheme. The empirical data
comes from web server access logs recorded during the
bombings in the London underground system in July 2005
at the major Swedish news site Aftonbladet.se.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section
2 describes the architecture of the overload control system,
Section 3 contains an analysis of the optimization problem
used in the system. Section 4 shows the numerical investi-
gations of the system. Section 5 discusses the results, and
conclusions can be found in Section 6.

2. Overload control system

In this paper, the target system is a web site that delivers
crisis related information. This is normally a non-session
based web site in the sense that a client does not log into the
system, as is the case in e.g. web shops. It is assumed that
the capacity bottleneck is the bandwidth, since mostly static
pages will be delivered to the clients.

The overload control system includes three main com-
ponents: The Monitor, the Optimizer and the Gate, see
Figure 1. The basic principle of the control mechanism is
to have pre-generated adapted versions of the web pages.
The versions range from complete web pages to web pages
with the highest possible rate of degradation. A degraded
(adapted) web page should be less "expensive" to deliver
than the complete version. During runtime the request for
a web page will be intercepted and replaced with a more
lightweight version. The adapted versions have to be pre-
generated, because it would take too much time to generate
them during runtime.

The Monitor constantly monitors the web server system.
It measures the used bandwidth and the arrival traffic statis-
tics.

The Optimizer decides at what service level requests
for documents should be processed, by optimizing (when
needed) according to the procedure described below.

Gate

Optimizer

Web server

Monitor

Admittance policy Measurements

Requests

Acceptance degree (0-100%)

Served

Optimization policy

Figure 1: The overload control system

The Gate is the actuator in the overload control system
that decides which document should be retrieved. The main
idea is that when a certain document is requested, there are
more than one version to choose from when the document is
returned. The Gate intercepts the file request, and replaces
it with a request for an appropriate file version.

3. Optimization procedure

The choice of which web page version to return at a cer-
tain time depends on the traffic at the web server. An op-
timization problem can be formulated that maximizes the
utility of the returned files. Utility can be expressed in a
number of ways, for example number of bytes or relevance
to the crisis. In this section we describe a general optimiza-
tion formulation and a specific problem, where a solution is
proposed.

3.1. Documents and representations

Let D denote the set of documents at the web site. Let
di, 1 ≤ i ≤ N denote thei:th document inD, whereN is
the total number of documents at the web site. Documents
are requested by the clients at a total rate ofλTOT requests
per second.

The probability that documentdi is requested is given by
the documentpopularity function, p(j). A document’s pop-
ularity is the number of requests for the document divided
by the number of requests to all documents inD. Given
λTOT andp(j), the arrival rateλi for documentdi is given
by

λi = λTOT · p(j). (1)

Each document consists of a set of objects (images,
stylesheets etc). To enable content adaptation, several (de-
graded)representations are created for each document. Let
rj
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni be thej:th representation of documentd i.
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The representations of documenti range from a minimal
representation to the complete document representation.

Let c(i, j) represent thecost function for representation
rj
i , which gives thetotal cost, C, during one second

C = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · c(i, j) (2)

where the indexj is the index for the selected representation
for documentdi. Thebudget, denotedB, is the highest cost
the system can "afford".

Representations should not be chosen arbitrarily. In-
stead, the representations should be chosen so that the
amount of "values" is maximized. Letu(i, j) represent the
utility function for representationrj

i . This means that the
total utility, U , during one second is

U = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · u(i, j) (3)

where the indexj is the index for the selected representation
for documentdi.

3.2. General problem

Given the definitions above, a general optimization prob-
lem can be formulated. The objective is to maximize the to-
tal utility U , subject to the costC being smaller than the
budgetB.

maximize

U = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · u(i, j) (4)

subject to

C = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · c(i, j) ≤ B (5)

1 ≤ j ≤ Ni

3.3. Optimization problem formulation

To be able to solve the general problem, the functions
u and c needs to be defined. The utility function can be
chosen in many ways, however, in a crisis, the perceived
information value is more important than for example mon-
etary value. In this paper, the utility function is defined by
the information theoretical model for self information [15],
which is given by

u(i, j) = log2(b
j
i ). (6)

The model states that the amount of so called self informa-
tion is the logarithm of the length of the message, which in
this case is the byte count of the document representation.

In this paper, the cost functionc is defined by thebyte
count. A representation consists of several objects, where
the sum of the number of bytes of the objects is the rep-
resentation’s byte count. Documents cannot be degraded to
any byte count for practical reasons, instead only certain
byte counts are allowed. Letbj

i , 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni be the byte
count of representationrj

i so thatb1
i ≤ b2

i ≤ . . . ≤ bNi

i

andc(i, j) = bj
i . The budgetB is represented by the band-

width of the system. Other possible choices for the cost
function are for example the number of required CPU cy-
cles to process the request or the number of required data-
base accesses.

Given the definitions above it is now possible to formu-
late a specific optimization problem. Letb̂i be the optimal
byte count of the adapted documenti. The optimization
problem can be formulated as:

maximize

U = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · log2(b̂i) (7)

subject to (∀i)

C = λTOT ·
∑
∀i

p(i) · b̂i ≤ B (8)

b̂i ∈
{
b1
i , b

2
i , . . . b

Ni

i

}
(9)

1 ≤ i ≤ N

3.4. Solutions

3.4.1. Benchmark solution

Assume that byte counts can be chosen arbitrarily as long
as they are non-negative, that is

b̂i ≥ 0 (10)

instead of the constraint in (9). One of the solved problems
in [14] resembles the optimization problem in this paper,
given the constraint in (10) instead of (9). After rewriting
Task 1 in [14], problem (7) can be solved analytically as

b̂BENCH
i =

λi · p(i) · B
λi · d(i)

∑
i λi · d(i)

(11)

U(b̂BENCH) =
∑
∀i

λi · d(i)log2(b̂BENCH
i ) (12)

This solution is optimal and yields a theoretical upper
limit of total utility U . In the rest of the paper, the solution
in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) will be calledBENCH and the solu-
tion will be used as a benchmarking comparison to a more
practical solution. However, since any positive byte count is
allowed theBENCH solution can assign illegal byte counts,
i.e. higher than the maximum byte countbNi

i .
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3.4.2. Bounded solutions

Since theBENCH solution can assign illegal byte counts,
another solution is needed, where the byte counts are
bounded by their minimum and maximum values.

Let instead
b1
i ≤ b̂BOUND

i ≤ bNi

i (13)

replace the constraints in Eq. (9). This problem is a non-
linear and convex optimization problem. It can be solved in
reasonable time by using a solver; there are several solvers
available. In Section 4 the SNOPT solver [4] was used to
optimize the byte counts. This solution is referred to as
BOUND and the optimal byte counts are calledb̂BOUND

i .
TheBOUND solution is still not suitable for use in an im-
plemented system because, even if byte counts are assigned
within their bounds, they are assigned in a continuous space.
In practice, byte counts need to be set to a discrete set of
choices, as defined in (9). A sub-optimal solution is there-
fore introduced, calledBOUNDDISC, where the optimal
byte counts are discretized onto allowed byte counts.

Because there might not be a byte count that exactly fits
the optimal byte count, the idea is to assign a proportionα
of the document requests to the nearest lower byte count,
and a proportionβ of the document requests to the nearest
higher byte count. The proportions should be distributed so
that the average byte count is the optimal byte count. Let
blow
i andbhigh

i be the nearest surrounding byte counts;

b̂BOUND
i = α · blow

i + β · bhigh
i ; 1 = α + β

which gives

α =
bhigh
i − b̂BOUND

i

b
high
i − blow

i

; β =
b̂BOUND
i − blow

i

b
high
i − blow

i

.

4. Quantitative performance evaluations

The numerical investigations were based on the empir-
ical data described below. The objective of the investiga-
tions was to show the advantage of content adaptation over
pure admission control, to show the impact of the number
of possible byte counts per document and validate that the
constraints are kept at overload.

In all investigations, the bandwidth constraint was set to
1 Gbits per second, as was the case for the site from which
the web server access logs were taken.

4.1. Empirical data

Empirical data was collected from Aftonbladet.se [1],
which is the largest news site in Sweden with several mil-
lions visits per week [3]. The logs from Aftonbladet.se are
more extensively analyzed in [9]. The data was used to get

representative input to the optimization problem. The web
site consists of several identical web caches in front of or-
dinary web servers. The logs in this work come from one of
the web caches. The web pages consist of mostly static con-
tent. The content is continuosly updated in the web caches.

The web server access logs from the reporting of the
London underground bombings were recorded during 26
hours, starting 2.15 PM July 7th, 2005, and showed 38 mil-
lion file requests for, in total, 200 gigabytes of data.

In this paper, document requests are defined as those re-
quests that start with an HTML request. However, some
commercial advertisment parts that are included in article
documents also appear in pure HTML format. These com-
mercial advertisement requests were not included in the de-
finition of documents. With this definition, documents can
be seen as requests for articles on the news site. Document
popularity corresponds to the relative number of requests a
certain document receives at the web site. The access logs
were split into 15 minute intervals where document popu-
larity was collected for each document and interval.

Document popularities and document sizes were calcu-
lated from the first 15 minutes of the recorded logs. Min-
imum document sizes were set to 1460 bytes, represent-
ing the maximum HTTP data length in a standard Ethernet
frame. Returning web pages that fit into a single IP packet
was, for example, used by CNN during the 9/11 crisis [5].

The number of representation byte counts in the
BOUNDDISC solution were set to five for each document.
The minimum document size, the maximum document size
were used, and three additional byte counts were distributed
in an equi-distant manner (with respect to byte counts) be-
tween minimum and maximum document sizes.

4.2. Investigations

The BENCH and BOUNDDISC solutions were com-
pared to a pure admission control mechanism (calledADM)
without content adaptation. The admission control mech-
anism throttles the document requests so that some doc-
uments get rejected. All requests are rejected with the
same probability, and the objective of the admission con-
trol mechansism is to maintain the maximum bandwidth.
Therefore, the rate of accepted requests,λACCEPTED, is
given by

λACCEPTED=
B∑

∀i p(i) · bNi

i

(14)

All solutions were first of all evaluated with respect to
throughput, measured in bytes per second. For a solution
to work properly, the throughput at any arrival rate must
be below or equal to the bandwidth. Because the goal of
the content adaptation is to maximize the utility of the re-
turned documents, the total utility was measured for each
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Figure 2: Throughput of the different solutions.

solution and investigated. Also, the utility for varying num-
bers of possible document byte counts was investigated. The
BOUNDDISC solution gives sub-optimal results depending
on the number of possible byte counts. It is therefore valu-
able to investigate the impact of adding more or less docu-
ment byte count possibilities.

5. Results

5.1. Throughput

First, the throughput is considered. Figure 5.1 shows the
throughput for the different solutions. Also, the bandwidth
constraint of 1 Gbits per second is shown. The figure shows
the point where the web server gets overloaded, at approx-
imately 1250 document requests per second. The dotted
curves for requested throughput and minimal throughput
represents the cases where maximum and minimum byte
counts are returned. Since theBENCH andADM solutions
are constrained, they follow the bandwidth constraint af-
ter the point of overload.BOUNDDISC instead degrade the
throughput since the solution is adjusted to represent feasi-
ble byte counts.

5.2. Utility

Figure 5.2 shows the solutions’ total utility,U . The
BENCH solution actually yields more utility than requested,
because byte counts may be larger than feasible. The figure
also demonstrates the advantage of content adaptation over
admission control; theADM solution does not improve total
utility after the point of overload. TheBOUNDDISC solu-
tion on the other hand continues to deliver increasing utili-
ties, not much less than theBENCH solution.
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Figure 3: Utility of the different solutions.
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Figure 4: Obtained utility using solution given 2, 5, 10 and 20
possible byte counts (BOUNDDISC solution), compared to the
BENCH solution.

5.3. Impact of number of representations per doc-
ument

Figure 5.3 shows the impact of the number of possible
byte counts for the documents. As can be seen, using only
two document byte count possibilities (minimum and maxi-
mum) renders significantly lower utilities. However, the dif-
ference between using 5, 10 and 20 possibilities is quite
small. This means that a system will be able to use con-
tent adaptation with a small number of representations for
each document.
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5.4. Implementation issues

The optimization problem must be solved in real-time
by the Optimizer in order to find the optimal representa-
tion of each document. As mentioned before, the system
makes use of pre-generated document representations, be-
cause it would be too demanding to create on-the-fly repre-
sentations. This paper uses byte counts that are distributed
in an equi-distant manner but that is not a necessity. In or-
der not to increase the tasks for the web site administrator,
some tool should be added in the content management sys-
tem behind the web site. The tool could automatically create
adapted versions of every document that is uploaded to the
web server. Methods that can be used for reducing docu-
ment sizes are for discussed in e.g [6].

The Monitor periodically monitors the web server for
changing input traffic. The Optimizer re-optimizes the byte
counts whenever needed. The optimization can obviously
not be performed too often since it requires computational
efforts in the web server. However, it needs to be updated
whenever a new document is uploaded or removed in the
server. The Gate, the Optimizer and the Monitor are suit-
able for inclusion in an Apache module. Since an Apache
module works "inside" the Apache source code, the extra
processing needed for the content adaptation system is min-
imized. Also, within a module, because of the closeness to
the Apache kernel, it is easy to monitor throughput and in-
put traffic patterns.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented and evaluated an overload con-
trol system to be used in web servers that delivers crisis-
related information. The overload control system uses a dy-
namic content adaptation scheme that optimizes the infor-
mation value of the returned web pages by adjusting the
document byte counts, in order to keep the throughput be-
low the bandwidth.

The numerical investigations were based on empirical
data from Aftonbladet.se, the major news site in Sweden,
collected during the reporting of the July underground sys-
tem bombings in London. The findings show that the pro-
posedBOUNDDISC solution, even though truncated, per-
forms well under overload and is superior to common ad-
mission control. Also, the numerical investigations showed
that a large variety of document representations is not
needed, as shown above, five different representations per
document did not show significantly lower results than ten
or twenty.

Finally, implementation issues were discussed where a
number of techniques were presented to use in the content
adaptation system.
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